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Private Self-Guided Tour of Cefalu, Santo Stefano di Camastra and Corleone from Palermo
Explore Cefalù, Corleone, and Santo Stefano di Camastra on this 8-hour self-guided
day trip from Palermo. Despite the small size of Cefalù, it attracts millions of tourists
every year from all parts of Sicily, Italy, and Europe. There is a youthful atmosphere
and a lively nightlife. Parts of 'The ...
Price: 553,00 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=13124P37

Full-Day Agrigento Round Trip Tour from Palermo
Explore the historic beauty of Agrigento with this 8-hour trip from Palermo. Also visit
the village of Enna and see a Roman villa in Piazza Armerina before returning to
Palermo.Explore the historic beauty of Agrigento with this 8-hour trip from Palermo.
Also visit the village of Enna and see a ...
Price: 608,00 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=13124P38

Transfer Palermo Airport to Sicilian Destinations
Taxis with driver, 7 days a week, 24 hours a day. Drivers are highly experience in
the field and established. Professionalism allows us to provide quality services.
Taxis with driver, 7 days a week, 24 hours a day. Drivers are highly experience
in the field and established. ...
Price: 225,00 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=14029P2
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Private Transfer: Palermo to Segesta Archeo Park
Enjoy a a private transfer from Palermo to Segesta Archeo Park and then explore the
park for 4-hours on your own. Depart from your Palermo hotel or Palermo airport on
board of a private car. Upon arrival at Segesta park, the professional driver will help
you buy the entrance tickets. Visit the park ...
Price: 110,00 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=14703P1

Branciforte Palace Entry Ticket
Palazzo Branciforte is a unique place, combining identity and innovation. It is
home to exhibition areas for the Fondazione Sicilia collections of archaeological
artifacts, coins, stamps, tin-glazed pottery (maiolica), sculpture and fresco on panel.
Palazzo Branciforte is a unique ...
Price: 10,98 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=14982P2

Palermo Walking Tour and Street Food
Enjoy and taste the street food in the old markets of Palermo observing people,
products, colors and characters from another time. The smells and the flavors will
accompany you during three unforgettable hours.Enjoy and taste the street food in
the old markets of Palermo observing people, products, ...
Price: 30,00 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=16037P1

Markets and Monuments: Walking Tour in the Center of Palermo
Walking through the wonders of the historic center of Palermo to take in the scents
and colors of the old markets is a fantastic experience. Observe places and
incredible people while admiring the sights and sounds of the markets. See some of
the city's top monuments, as well, like the Teatro ...
Price: 28,00 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=16037P2
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Agrigento and Valley of the Temples Day Trip from Palermo
Immerse yourself in ancient Sicilian history with a visit to Agrigento's Valley of the
Kings. The day trip from Palermo includes a knowledgeable guide at the
UNESCO-listed archaeological site. Hear tales of the Carthaginians and Romans as
they battled for power of the city, and see prehistoric ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=16744P1

Segesta Erice and Salt Pans Full Day Excursion
Discover three of the most beautiful sites of Western Sicily: Segesta, Nubia and the
Salt Pans in Trapani and the Mediavial hill-top town of Erice.Discover three of the
most beautiful sites of Western Sicily: Segesta, Nubia and the Salt Pans in Trapani
and the Mediavial hill-top town of ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=16744P2

Etna And Taormina Full Day Excursion from Palermo
Mount Etna is the most high active volcano in Europe for at least 2700 years and is
also the most studied since the Greek period. A day on Mount Etna is not to be
missed.Mount Etna is the most high active volcano in Europe for at least 2700 years
and is also the most studied since the Greek period. ...
Price: 95,00 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=16744P3

CefalÃ¹ Half Day Excursion
The medieval town of Cefalù is about one hour from Palermo, along the North coast
of Sicily.The medieval town of Cefalù is about one hour from Palermo, along the
North coast of Sicily.The medieval town of Cefalù is about one hour from Palermo,
along the North coast of Sicily.After about an hour ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=16744P4
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Monreale And CefalÃ¹ Half Day Excursion
Visit the Duomo of Monreale and the beautiful town of Cefalù, where you will see the
Medieval lavatory, Mandralisca Museum and the historical center.Visit the Duomo of
Monreale and the beautiful town of Cefalù, where you will see the Medieval lavatory,
Mandralisca Museum and the historical ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=16744P5

Palermo and Monreale Tour
See the sights of the Sicilian capital and the hilltop town of Monreale with a local
guide. The 7-hour tour starts with a walk around Palermo Old Town to discover the
history behind beautiful theaters such as Teatro Massimo and the royal palace:
Palazzo dei Normanni. After admiring Palermo's ...
Price: 50,00 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=16744P6

Palermo and its Sea - Bike tour
Go for a bike tour of 4 hours and almost 10 kilometers along the Palermo coastline to
discover places, landscapes, and buildings which characterize the city's history and
its several transformations.Go for a bike tour of 4 hours and almost 10 kilometers
along the Palermo coastline to discover ...
Price: 48,00 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=16947P1

Mondello Walking Tour and Home Dinner
Embark on a unique experience starting with a walk through the most famous and
evocative seaside village in the Palermo area. Accompanied by a local guide, see
the elegant Mondello boulevards and, at the end of the tour, follow the guide to her
beautiful liberty villa for dinner.Embark on a ...
Price: 55,00 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=16947P2
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Sferracavallo Walking Tour
A walking tour of about 4 hours to discover Sferracavallo, the westernmost village of
Palermo that keeps alive its original identity, place of fishermen and marine reserves,
picturesque processions and ancient traditions.A walking tour of about 4 hours to
discover Sferracavallo, the westernmost ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=16947P3

Private Small-Group Walking Tour of Palermo's Kalsa District
Live authentic Italian moments and experiences. Discover Palermo and the
fascinating Kalsa district with a local professional guide during this 3-hour private
walking tour.Live authentic Italian moments and experiences. Discover Palermo and
the fascinating Kalsa district with a local professional ...
Price: 139,00 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=17024P121

Palermo Walking Tour: Among Puppets and Puppetry
Live authentic experiences! A curious itinerary into the heart of the historic city center
of Palermo, aimed at discovering the history of the Sicilian theater in its various art
forms.Live authentic experiences! A curious itinerary into the heart of the historic city
center of Palermo, aimed at ...
Price: 149,00 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=17024P123

Old City and Downtown Palermo Bike Tour
Experience an amazing bike tour across the main squares and street markets of the
city center that allows you to discover Palermo off the beaten paths.Experience an
amazing bike tour across the main squares and street markets of the city center that
allows you to discover Palermo off the beaten ...
Price: 44,00 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=17024P46
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Street Food Walking Tour in Palermo
Embark on a relaxing 3-hour walk through the main squares, markets and
monuments of the city center. Taste the best Palermitan Street food for the full
experience. This tour is a perfect combination of food, art, history and culture.Embark
on a relaxing 3-hour walk through the main squares, markets ...
Price: 49,00 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=17024P9

Palermo Catacombs and Monreale Half-day Tour
Visit the Catacombs of the Capuchin friars and the Cathedral of Monreale on the
slopes of Mount Caputo. You'll visit the underground cemetery of the Capuchin
monks and go on a journey back in time and space to a world that, despite its state
of decay, is absolutely charming, mysterious and ...
Price: 58,00 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=26487P3

Monreale Half-day Tour from Palermo
The Cathedral and the Cloister of Monreale were part of a self-sufficient and fortified
complex on the slopes of Mount Caputo. Visit the Cathedral of Monreale, once part
of a self-sufficient, fortified complex that included a Royal Palace, an Episcopate and
an abbey. Situated on the slopes of Mount ...
Price: 48,00 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=26487P5

Corleone Museum of Mafia and Ficuzza Village Half-day Tour from Palermo
Every Monday and Wednesday you can join this tour that brings you to Corleone, a
small village near Palermo famous for being a city of the mafia and the birthplace of
Toto' Riina. Also visit the village of Ficuzza, a stunning location and Natural Reserve,
with its famous forest, its paths and its ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=26487P8
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Private Full-day Tour to Erice and Segesta with Licensed Guide
With this tour you will experience several panoramic sceneries which are quite
unique. Visit an archaeological area and a medieval town. Segesta, according to the
traditional legend, had a Trojan origin. It is located on the isolated hill called Barbaro
and washed by the river Crimiso, nearby ...
Price: 450,00 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=30188P12

Private Tour to Mount Etna from Palermo
Marvel at a geologic wonder on this full-day private tour to Mount Etna, from
Palermo. This volcano, the highest in Europe, inspired awe and curiosity amongst
18th-century Northern European visitors to the island. One of the world's most active
volcanoes, Mount Etna offers an outstanding view of ...
Price: 600,00 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=30188P19

Palermo Walking Tour and Segesta
Soak up the atmosphere on a Walking Tour of the Capital and visit the archeological
area of Segesta with a local guide.It's impossible not to visit Palermo: once a regal
capital where peoples very different from one another mingled their cultures creating
a particularly original fusion like the ...
Price: 450,00 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=30188P2

Private Wine Tour and Archeological Area of Selinunte with licensed Guide
This wine tour combines lovely moments while being surrounded by Sicilian rural
areas and vineyards set in a delightful location, plus a journey back in time to
Selinunte where the Greeks left their heritage with amazing ruins which are
considered among the most important in the ...
Price: 450,00 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=30188P5
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Private Shore Excursion: CefalÃ¹ from Palermo
This trip takes you out of the city driving East on the North coast for a private shore
excursion to the town of Cefalu. This lovely city is part of the Madonie Regional
Natural Park. The two towers of the wonderful old cathedral stand high over the roofs
of the town as does the Rocca.This trip ...
Price: 400,00 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=30188P6

Palermo Small Group Walking Tour: Discover Sicily's Capital City and its Anti-Mafia Culture
Experience in a small group the gorgeous Italian scenery on your way through
Palermo city, seeing historic sights at every turn whilst discovering about the
organizations who stand against Mafia.The tour ends at Antica Focacceria San
Francesco, one of the oldest restaurants in Palermo, famous for ...
Price: 32,00 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=32627P1

Palermo Off the Beaten Track Bike Tour
Enjoy a leisurely 3.5-hour bike ride through Palermo to see some of the lesser known
highlights of the city. Cycle through charming back streets, beautiful squares, and
past aristocratic palaces and cloisters. At the end of your ride, enjoy a tasting of
regional street food.Enjoy a leisurely ...
Price: 44,00 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=38266P1

Sicilian Wines: Private Tour and Tasting from Palermo
Come taste some very distinctive wines, learn their history and tradition in a beautiful
area of Sicily. You'll visit the vineyards and taste different wines along with some
delicious local products. A truly unmissable experience for any wine lover!Come
taste some very distinctive wines, learn ...
Price: 105,00 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=39613P90
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Palermo Shore Excursion: Private Day Trip to CefalÃ¹
When your cruise ship docks at the port of Palermo, your private driver will pick you
up to chauffeur you along the picturesque Sicilian coast. On this full-day private
shore excursion, explore the city Cefalù in the province of Palermo and see its
magnificent buildings, such as Sanctuary of ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=5292PRTPMOCEFALU

Palermo Shore Excursion: Private Day Trip to Segesta, Erice and Marsala
Ever dreamed of exploring Sicily? While you&amp;rsquo;re in port in Palermo, you
can do just that on this private shore excursion to the beautiful towns of Segesta,
Erice and Marsala. Your private driver will take you along the Sicilian coast to
Segesta and Erice, where you'll explore fascinating ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=5292PRTPMOMARSALA

Palermo Shore Excursion: Palermo, Monreale and Mondello Private Day Trip
Make the most of your time in port in Palermo with this full-day sightseeing shore
excursion to Palermo, Monreale and Mondello. Your private chauffeur will take you
into Palermo, Sicily's capital, to explore its magnificent buildings, such as Cappella
Palatina and the Benedictine Abbey. Enjoy a ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=5292PRTPMOPALERMO

Palermo Segway Tour
See the best of Palermo on a 3-hour city tour by Segway! While gliding around its
vibrant streets, learn all about the city from a local expert guide, who will tell you tales
old and news, including facts about King Charles V&amp;rsquo;s time in the town.
Pass Capos Market and Palermo&amp;rsquo;s ...
Price: 99,00 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=5620PALERMOSEGWAY
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Palermo Shore Excursion: City Segway Tour
When your cruise ship docks at Palermo Port, head out to explore on a 3-hour city
tour by Segway! On a self-balancing, electric Segway, glide around
Palermo&amp;rsquo;s vibrant streets and learn all about the city from a local expert
guide. Hear tales of old and new, including facts about King ...
Price: 99,00 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=5620PRTPMOSEGWAY

Palermo Street Stories Walking Tour
Medieval mafia, saints and sinners: the characters of Palermo have always been a
colorful bunch. Hear stories about the individuals who left their mark on the city, and
explore Mercato di Capo, Piazza Beati Paoli, Cathedral Square and more on this
small-group walking tour. Sample a glass of ...
Price: 60,00 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=5965PMOSTORIES

4-Night Western Sicily Tour from Palermo: Segesta, Marsala, Monreale and Corleone
See the best of western Sicily on a 4-night tour filled with interesting history, beautiful
scenery and traditional Sicilian food and culture. Staying overnight at a first-class
hotel in Palermo, take day trips to Segesta, Marsala, Monreale and Corleone for
guided tours and activities. Visit ...
Price: 611,00 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=6244OCCIDENTIA

5-Day Eastern Sicily Tour from Palermo to Taormina: Mt Etna, Syracuse and Agrigento
Starting in Palermo and ending in Taormina, this 5-day tour shows you the best of
eastern Sicily. Immerse yourself in Sicilian history, culture and food as you travel to
Taormina, Syracuse and Mount Etna for guided tours and activities. Enjoy sweeping
views from Mt Etna, explore ancient Greek and ...
Price: 611,00 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=6244ORIENTIA
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Private Arrival Transfer: Palermo Airport to Hotel
Book a private arrival transfer from Falcone-Borsellino Airport to your Palermo
accommodation so you won't spend extra time waiting for a taxi or public transport.
This hassle-free airport transfer service gives you peace of mind, letting you start
your Sicily vacation on a good note.
Book ...
Price: 20,44 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=6244PMOAPTHTLP

Private Departure Transfer: Hotel to Palermo Airport
End your Sicily vacation on a high note with this private departure transfer from
your Palermo hotel to Falcone-Borsellino Airport. Skip the hassle of finding a taxi or
using public transport. Instead, enjoy comfortable private transport straight to the
airport for your flight.
End your ...
Price: 20,44 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=6244PMOHTLAPTP

Palermo Food and Wine Walking Tour
Stroll through one of the most elegant and historical areas of Palermo. Discover the
old, traditional and authentic trattorias, osterias, and bars where you can savor a
variety of typical foods and wines to get a real taste of Palermo. This 3-hour,
small-group guided tour is a unique occasion to ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=6247P11

Private Transfer Palermo - Main Sicily Destinations Minivan
Meet your driver and relax on the journey in a private vehicle. The private transfer is
by comfortable, climate-controlled vehicle and is available 24 hours a day, seven
days a week with professional driver. Transfer can be operated for arrivals or
departures .Meet your driver and relax on the ...
Price: 144,50 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=6530P174
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Mt Etna and Taormina Day Trip from Cefalu
Visit Europe&amp;rsquo;s tallest active volcano, Mt Etna, and the charming Sicilian
resort town of Taormina on this day trip from Cefalu. Enjoy a scenic drive up the
UNESCO World Heritage-listed volcano and take an optional cable car and jeep ride
to the summit's smoking craters. Then spend the ...
Price: 55,00 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=6552CEFETNA

Sicilian Countryside Day Trip from Cefalu Including Lunch
Enjoy a change of scenery on this day trip from the Tyrrhenian coastal town of
Cefalu, just east of Palermo, to the rugged Madonie mountain countryside.
Experience the rural lifestyle of northern Sicily as you explore medieval villages,
admire the idyllic green hills of Madonie Regional Natural ...
Price: 52,00 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=6552CEFVILLAGE

Agrigento Day Trip from Palermo
Leave Palermo behind for a day trip to Agrigento, home to Sicily's most fascinating
archaeological area. Visit the Archaeological Museum of Agrigento, where an
extensive collection of artifacts offers insight into the splendors of the ancient Greek
colony of Akragas, which once stood on this site. ...
Price: 120,00 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=6738AGRIGENTO

Erice and Segesta Day Trip from Palermo with Sicilian Food and Wine Tasting
Discover the best of western Sicily on a day trip to Erice and Segesta from Palermo.
Be wowed by the views from Erice, a walled medieval mountain town that overlooks
the picturesque Trapani harbor. Visit an olive oil producer and enjoy a typical Sicilian
lunch, as well as tastings of locally ...
Price: 120,00 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=6738ERICE
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Full Day Tour to Villa Romana del Casale from Palermo
This day tour from Palermo will give you the opportunity to visit the Roman Villa del
Casale in the territory of Piazza Armerina. The Villa is famous for its Roman Mosaics
and included in the Unesco World Heritage sites.This day tour from Palermo will give
you the opportunity to visit the Roman ...
Price: 130,00 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=6738P11

Half-day Tour of Monreale, Palermo Market and Palermo City Center
This tour will give you the opportunity to visit Monreale's cathedral, world renowned
for Arab-Norman golden mosaics and included in the Unesco World heritage sites. A
walking tour of Palermo city center will then show you monuments of very different
age and style and a lively 1000 years old open ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=6738P12

Private Transfer: Palermo to Syracuse with Valley of the Temples Stop
Take a scenic transfer from Palermo to Syracuse and combine convenient transport
with a must-see sightseeing opportunity. Travel in style and comfort in a private
vehicle, soaking up the diverse scenery along the way. Take advantage of a 2-hour
stopover at the UNESCO-listed archaeological area of ...
Price: 103,00 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=6738PMOSRSP

Shared Transfer: Palermo to Taormina with Villa Romana del Casale Tour
Begin in Palermo and finish in Taormina with a shared transfer that includes a
full-day trip to the UNESCO-listed Villa Romana de Casale. With a driver-escort,
travel by air-conditioned vehicle to the small town of Piazza Armerina to visit Villa
Romana del Casale, which is known for its collection ...
Price: 190,00 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=6738PMOTAOC
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Private Transfer: Palermo to Taormina with Villa Romana del Casale and Agrigento Stops
Book a private transfer from Palermo to Taormina that includes sightseeing
stopovers at Villa Romana del Casale and Agrigento. Travel the breadth of Sicily
from west to east in your very own private vehicle. Gaze out of the window and take
in the many highlights during the journey. Then, pull ...
Price: 103,00 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=6738PMOTAOP

Palermo Street Food Walking Tour
Bite into delicious Sicilian snacks on a 3- or 4-hour small-group food tour around
Palermo. Accompanied by a local guide, take a journey through the city's
gastronomic landscape, exploring culinary haunts such as Vucciria Market and
Mercato di Capo. See top attractions, including Teatro Massimo and ...
Price: 30,00 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=6760FOOD

Palermo City Hop-on Hop-off Tour
With a Hop-on Hop-off tour of Palermo, you will enjoy an exciting visit to the city.
Starting from the terminal outside the Politeama Theatre, overlooking the square of
the same name, you will drive in front of the Massimo Theatre one of the most
capacious and famous opera house in Italy. Admire ...
Price: 20,00 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=6980PAL

Palermo Shore Excursion: Hop-On Hop-Off Sightseeing Bus Tour
While in port in Palermo, spend your time enjoying the perfect do-it-yourself shore
excursion in this beautiful city. Head into the city to see all of Palermo&amp;rsquo;s
top attractions on a convenient hop-on hop-off bus tour! Admire the Politeama
Theatre, overlooking Politeama Square, and drive ...
Price: 20,00 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=6980PRTPALMERO
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Sicilian Cooking Class in Palermo
This Palermo cooking class is not only a fun and valuable cooking experience but
also a fascinating journey through Sicilian food and culture.Taking place in one of the
most beautiful Palermo historic building, meet your Sicilian cook in the morning in
order to go together to buy food in a local ...
Price: 155,00 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=7803P1

Sicilian Cheese and Wine Tasting in Palermo
Come and taste the best wines and Sicilian cheeses, introduced by an expert of
wines and typical local products. Meet at the time more convenient for you and then
start discovering the wonderful world of Sicilian wines in an historic Palermo's
building (built in the XVII century). Accompanied by ...
Price: 85,00 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=7803P2

Private Tour: Palermo Sailing Trip
See Palermo landmarks including Monte Pellegrino mount and Mondello beach
during this 4-hours sailing tour.
Enjoy the warm sea breeze and treat yourself with a typical Sicilian aperitivo.
See Palermo landmarks including Monte Pellegrino mount and Mondello beach
during this 4-hours ...
Price: 63,00 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=8370P1

Palermo Sailing Tour
Come set sail for the Mediterranean's most beautiful coastlines.
Every day from 22 March to 10 November,
Come set sail for the Mediterranean's most beautiful coastlines.
Every day from 22 March to 10 November,
Come set sail for the Mediterranean's most beautiful coastlines.
Every ...
Price: 95,00 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=8370P2
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Tours & Sightseeing Palermo

Transfer Service Palermo Hotels or Airport
Why spend your precious vacation time waiting in long shuttle or taxi lines; travel
confortably and in style from Palermo Hotels or Airport to your Palermo
accommodation by private vehicle and reach your final destination relaxed and
refreshed. Transfer services are available 24 hours a day, 7 ...
Price: 48,00 Euro
http://www.milano24ore.net/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=4815&id=8726P3
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